Solution
Evolve Exchange makes complete use of the benefits of the Cloud, comprising an environment of server
clustering and resource pooling, as well as clustering at the application level for high availability. We can
accept connections from any device form factor or manufacturer-we only require an SSL connection to a
WCF/SOAP Host.
Evolve Exchange is a true cloud optimized Health Services Platform and should not be confused with
either a hosted virtual implementation of current legacy applications or a company with a cloud hosting
environment to help you migrate your Server - which will still require additional server logic.
Evolve Exchange has an intricately architected, SAS70 – Hosted Cloud Architecture. Upon that base, we
have built a distributed clustered HA (High Availability) SQL Tier and a Business Manager Server with a
Client-Facing Secured Web Service Interface Tier.

Evolve Exchange has constructed a generic, straightforward, and simple to
consume litany of web service functionalities that allows a single point of
integration.
Our Business Services include:
Transitions of Care - e-prescribing - e-Labs - Patient Portal - Mini-PACS - Mobile Apps
Clinical Quality Measure Submission and AMC Calculations - Clinical Decision Support

Evolve Exchange, Inc. offers a White Label solution for both General Practice and Specialty EMR vendors.
Evolve Exchange, Inc. can provide EMR companies with the 2014 Edition CERHT technology needed to
attest for the MU2 requirements for January 1, 2015.

White Label AstralJet EMR
You are welcome to white label our Certified AstralJet EMR with its accompanying state of the art
Practice Management System. Our Practice Management System includes ICD-9, automatic 837/835
claims processing for primary and secondary claims billing (both primary and secondary billing, of
course, do require some work by the biller), and 270/271 eligibility capability. It is not Evolve Exchange’s
business plan to sell directly to doctors.
This Complete Ambulatory EHR is 2014 Edition compliant and has been certified by an ONC-ACB in
accordance with the applicable certification criteria adopted by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services. This certification does not represent an endorsement by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services or guarantee the receipt of incentive payments.
Evolve Exchange, Inc.
AstralJet v4.1.
Date Certified: 2/13/14
Certification ID#: 02132014-2112-1
Modules Tested: 170.314(a)(1‐15); 170.314(b)(1‐5, 7) 170.314(c)(1‐3); 170.314(d)(1‐8); 170.314(e)(1‐3);
170.314(f)(1‐3); 170.314(g)(2‐4)
Clinical Quality Measures Tested: CMS068v3; CMS069v2; CMS122v2; CMS126v2; CMS138v2; CMS147v2;
CMS154v2; CMS163v2; CMS165v2
Additional software used: DrFirst Rcopia, Microsoft HealthVault.
See more at: http://www.evolvecloudexchange.com/white-label-emr/

TwinLink Specialty White Label

TwinLink is a name we coined for a white-labeled version of our fully certified 2014 Edition AstralJet
EMR to run in tandem with your current implementation with back end synchronization of overlapping
data.

The workflow here is that users (doctor customers) continue using your current implementation for day
to day patient SOAP note entry and patient medical record data storage/retrieval and then use our
Certified AstralJet EMR application to input the Meaningful Use Data Set to achieve Meaningful Use
Stage 2.
When possible, we have been able to collaborate on subtle UI workflow connections an d/or SSOs
between the two applications to improve efficiency. This would be, for example, placing a button within
your existing EMR application that spawns an AstralJet EMR application session with SSO that is already
focused on the specific patient in the original EMR application.
This approach is particularly useful for specialty EMRs that do not deal with Meaningful Use data. Such
specialties include but are not limited to ENT, Ophthalmology, Orthopedics, Chiropractic, Podiatry,
Dermatology, and Urology.
The benefit of TwinLink is that it will enable your doctor customers to be eligible for Meaningful Use
Stage 2, providing that they are doing their part to enter all appropriate data. Any integration that takes
place between systems will be custom, and capabilities will vary from installation to installation.

EXAMPLE:
Your Doctors would have two front end applications. The one that they are accustomed to, which is
MU1 and then we allow you to build an interface from that CLIENT or SERVER, depending if it’s a direct
connection or by server proxy/synchronization method and share that info with us and make available in
our UI.

